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Convention

time is upon us again, and what an important time it is for
our union, or any union for that matter!
Convention is where the decisions are made to determine the direction
that our union will be taking this year, and what the union will be looking
to change. Resolutions are a big thing at Convention; these resolutions
are how the constitution was made and they can be changed.
Convention brings everyone together to have some good, old-fashioned
debate on issues that are near and dear to each members’ heart.

If this sounds good and piques your interest, please make sure that you get out next year and
get on your Convention committee. Don't forget that this is the reason that our union is so
democratic and strong! Each and every one of us have a say in how things are done.
In Solidarity,
Ron Richardson, Leaflet Editor
Public and Private Workers of Canada,

Dear Arnold and Al,
We just received the PPWC’s contribution to the Resource Economics Desk
in the amount of $2000.00. This is a
great way to start this new year! On
behalf of Ben Parfitt and myself, and
all of us at the CCPA-BC office, thank
you very much for your donation, and
please pass along our appreciation to
the PPWC officers.
Your support for the Resource Economics Desk is greatly appreciated. It
is gratifying to know that you value
Ben’s work, and are finding it useful.
Thank you again.
Yours truly,
Seth Klein
Director, CCPA-BC
Dear Public and Private Workers of
Canada,
Thank you for awarding me the Angus
Macphee Memorial Bursary.

We are so grateful for your support! Together we are
transforming our communities and changing the lives of
those most vulnerable. For many men, women and children Union Gospel Mission is a place of refuge and restoration. Together with your help we are able to offer a comprehensive continuum of care that helps equip and support
our guests to make intentional, positive changes to their
lives. This is only possible because of your compassionate
support. Thank you for choosing to make a difference!
With gratitude,
Paul Graham
Development Officer
Corporate and Foundations

Dear Friends of the Red Cross,
Your fundraising efforts in support of the Alberta Fires appeal ensures that the Red Cross is able to support people
impacted by the worst domestic disaster in Canadian history. Your thoughtfulness ensures those affected have shelter, food and even work-related equipment such as tools,
so they can return to work once it is safe to do.
I can’t thank you enough for the role you are playing in the
relief and recovery operations in Alberta.
As always,
please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Ronan Ryan
Chief Development Officer
Canadian Red Cross

It will be going towards tuition and
books for my Animal Health Technology program I am taking at Thompson
Rivers University
Thank you,
Mikayla Mosher
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Greetings Sisters and Brothers from
Local 1.
The New Year is already well on its
way and I was hoping for a lot of
positive things to report.
Of the 303 union members at Zellstoff Celgar Pulp, we have approximately 9 on W.I., 12 members on
LTD and 2 on WCB. There are a
number of people retiring in the next
near future. The company continues
to hire short term relief workers,
mainly locally retired trades people.
Starting in the New Year, the mill
production, through break downs
and operational upsets, remains mediocre-to-poor. The lack of engagement and frustration on the
floor continues. The managers appear to be intoxicated on their management rights and policy changes,
effectively driving a wedge further
between administration, supervision
and the work force.
Celgar OH&S and new safety manager have established the latest safety
program that is ongoing, up and running. Working with the company on
contracting out remains dismal.
The future sustainability of the mill is
showing commendable possibilities,
with sound decisions on fiber procurement, mill upgrades and capital
projects. The management team has
identified most problem areas of the
mill, which have affected our reliability and production.
Zellstoff Celgar has worked hard in
establishing ongoing chip inventory. One of particular interest, is the
new machinery developed to bark,
recover and transport chips from the
cut blocks.
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The warm weather is melting the
snow and ice off the tanks and buildings around the mill, promising
spring. Change is coming, and with
it, opportunity for all of us all at Celgar.
Larry Walker
NEB Member, Local 1

Seems

a constant chase; we need

more, we get less; they take more,
we get less. After Constant Christy
hits us with our property tax increases, increased ICBC rates, insane grocery prices, the lower mainland’s gas
company's price fixing…no breaks
here in this province. Then we find
ourselves at the table, trying to bargain a fair wage, and they look at us
like we have three heads.
I wonder what they base their own
pay scales on. They should walk a
mile in our shoes; us who have to
work two jobs or an excess of overtime to maintain a mediocre standard of living or who just get forced
into eating fast, low priced food and
forgoing entertainment.
Funny, I
have heard it said that people with
higher incomes live longer…no shit,
Sherlock! If you paid the middle and
the bottom a bit more, they'd have
healthier life style, save money on
health care, stimulate growth and
improve moral well-being…wow,
what a concept! I guess you idiots
don't have the ability to see past a
four year term, oops, I mean
paycheck.
So, next time you look at us like we
have three heads, we’re just looking
back at you wondering: is there a
brain under that bad haircut?

Imagine a world where unions are
the norm; you’ll find a world where
workers are treated and paid fairly,
companies and banks aren't corrupt,
and greed isn't the bottom line. But
the truth is, that is not this
world...workers are getting treated
worse and paid less and the lessons
are never learned from the greedy
and the corrupt; it just gets packaged differently.
Strength to the willing who band together against those whose hunger
never stops feeding on the backs of
working poor! Always remember the
pendulum can only swing so far.
After they have strip-mined the
masses so much that the courage of
sacrifice outweighs the threat of tyranny, the momentum will change!
The overwhelming balance of the
people will wake up and realize that
it was only a papier mache giant the
entire time.
Todd Smith
President, Local 5

We

would like to extend a warm

welcome to the Coldstar PPWC Local
8 members as our newest Certification at PPWC! The Public and Private
Workers of Canada is a grass roots,
democratic organization that is run
by the Members and serves the
Membership.
We pride ourselves in being an organization that is run from the bottom up. The Members who run the
organization are nominated and
elected from the shop floor for all
positions in the Locals, as well as the
National. We are not run ‘top down’,
like the executive corporate model.
You have joined an independent Canadian union that is firmly en-

trenched throughout British Columbia. We operate on two levels; the
Local level and the National level.
Each Local operates autonomously
from one another but all follow the
PPWC National Constitution.
The
Local executive that are elected by
the Members in a Local run and
manage the day to day operations of
the Local.
Unit Certifications within a Local are
of the utmost importance as collectively, we can achieve a great deal
more than what we could achieve
individually in the work place. Unionism was on the decline but now,
younger workers are realizing the
benefits a union contributes to the
work place; health benefits, wages
and retirement security are a few
examples. They’re also aware of the
support that a union can bring in
assisting with work place issues; fair
and equal representation is vitally
important in building a more positive
work place. When you have a happy
day at work, that happiness follows
you home!
In the coming days ahead we will be
working hard to develop a Collective
Agreement with the company management that will work for all involved parties. There will be exciting
times ahead for all of us. If you
have any questions please contact us
and we will help you out with the
answers.
Take care and work safely.
Gerald De Jong
President, Local 8

Greetings

and salutations, Brothers

and Sisters.
As I write this the rain is falling pretty hard, and the snow has all but

melted away in town. Mid February.
Maybe Trump was wrong, and Global
Warming is a real thing? But, Trump
"wrong"? Geez. Might be a debate in
there somewhere. Anyways!
Roughly 6 weeks away from Convention, and I gotta say? It's a lot of
work putting one of these shindigs
together, and I salute all that have
done it in the past. It's going to be a
lot of fun though, and we look forward to showing our extended PPWC
family what makes Mackenzie special, and what gives 18 life!
Also, I would like to again thank
Brother Richardson, as well as Jenna
and Maggie, for all of their help on
bringing the Leaflet back to life. I
truly believe in what it stands for,
and we belong to a Union that allows
us to have a voice.
Sometimes it is lost on us how important and incredible of an opportunity we have to be able to be
heard. We are a small Union, but
we're strong, proud, and built on the
purest ideals that there are. The
Leaflet is our chance to share those
thoughts, and principles, and be able
to help build our Union and grow.
Not grow just because of what it
would do for the name, but grow
because our values are the best, and
we should want every hard working
Canadian to share the gifts that
come with our Constitutional blessings. This is our chance.
Imagine how loud our voice would be
if we all spoke in unison. Collaborative. In solidarity, some might say.
It's a fancy term we throw around,
but maybe we should really look at
what it means, and what possibilities
exist when we work together. Margaret Mead said "Never doubt that a
small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever
has". PPWC has some of the greatest

people that I've ever met. Imagine
the possibilities...
Fists raised!
Nathan Blackler
NEB Member, Local 18

PPWC, Local 26 members, Rod Fayant, President, Niki Menard, VicePresident & NEB Officer, Nadya
Sofonoff, Corresponding/Recording
Secretary made the trek from Castlegar, BC and were delegate attendees of the 55th Annual PPWC
Convention, hosted by Local 18 in
Mackenzie, BC, also in attendance
was Debbie Oslund, NEB Alternate &
Local 26 Trustee as a Guest/
Observer.
We all feel it was a great convention,
with some lively debate, GREAT
food, and some planned fun events,
including curling, karaoke, and poker
games. Members of Local 18 and
the citizens of Mackenzie were welcoming and genuine. We enjoyed
our time in Mackenzie, and look forward to reconnecting with our brothers and sisters in the near future.
Last, but not least, a big thank you
to Local 9 members Chuck LeBlanc
and Paul Simmonds, for getting us
safely to and from Mackenzie, and
showing us a bit of the Mackenzie
area and Prince George!
Niki Menard
NEB Member, Local 26

What’s new in your Local?
Keep us all in the know!
Write to your Union!
Contact the Editor!

richardsonron6@gmail.com
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Longtime retired president of
Local 9 of the Pulp, Paper and
Woodworkers
of
Canada
(PPWC) union, Len Shankel
was born in Liverpool, Nova
Scotia in 1937. Len and a fellow hunting and fishing friend
Jim Smith left their hometowns
back east and eventually ended
up in Prince Rupert in the '50s.
Len arrived in 1956 and worked
as a longshoreman on the
docks in Prince Rupert. It was a
point in time when the hiring
procedure for casual workers
went like this: the dispatcher
would stand on a table and
look down over the crowd of
people looking for work and
randomly
select
what
he
thought would be a good worker and Len got the job loading
and unloading ships docked at
the port.
From there, he worked at the
Columbia Cellulose Pulpmill in
Prince Rupert and worked as a
labourer in the digester area
for about two years. He successfully applied for a job in
mechanical maintenance and
after a five-year "type" of apprenticeship (they didn't offer
an actual apprenticeship back
then) earned his journeyman
pipefitters qualification.
He moved to Prince George in
1964 and worked for Marwell
Construction; the construction
company that built the Prince
George Pulp (PG Pulp) and Intercontinental Pulp (Intercon)
mills. Len applied for a job at
PG Pulp in 1966 and was hired
by supervisor Wilson Niass. He
worked in mechanical maintenance for 34 years and retired
from the company in 2000.
Len reflected back and said, "I
was actually fired for four
months at one point in time
during those 34 years." Here is
that story in a nutshell:
By the late 1950s, all pulp and
paper mills in Canada and the
United States were unionized
by American unions; pulp was
controlled by the International
Pulp Sulphite Workers Union
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and paper was controlled by
the United Papermakers International Union and each of
these unions were guarded by
the AFL-CIO.
Time went by and along came
Orville Braaten, an executive
member of the Western Pulp
and Paper Council and known
to many as one of the founding
fathers of the PPWC. Dedicated
to the union movement, he
was one of the first to question
the direction of the Americancontrolled International Pulp
Sulphite Union, the first to demand alternatives and the first
to suggest a strictly Canadian
union.
The Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada (PPWC)
came into being in January
1963.
Len remembers the
event well because - and to
make a long story short - the
international union workers in
Prince George, Nanaimo and
Campbell River were all denied
a vote in the matter.
In August of 1967, a second
application was submitted by
Local 9 in Prince George to certify the PPWC; however the
Labour Relations Board rejected the application a second
time because they basically
knew that any vote would usher in the PPWC and push the
American union out. This was
when the following five executive members of Local 9 were

fired for aiding and abetting
another union; Len was the
president, George Smith the
first vice-president, Mickey Finnigan the corresponding secretary, Noel Nobel the trustee
and the shop steward was Gerry Richardson.
Len explained, "We were all
fired for four months while the
battle went on in the court system. During that time other
PPWC union workers all over
B.C. donated part of their wages to cover our wages. Eventually a certification vote was
held and the PPWC won 91 per
cent of the vote and still it was
contested by the international
union; after the vote we were
all reinstated with full seniority
and vacation time.
"I was the president of Local 9
of the PPWC for 28 years" said
Len. "The biggest battle during
those 28 years was breaking
away from the American union
and being certified as an all
Canadian Union.
"Another important and successful battle was when we
petitioned to upgrade the wages of the kitchen workers. We
asked for the union base rate
to be paid to all the female cafeteria workers; it took some
time and plenty of negotiating,
even with our own members,
but we did it.
"There was a time when we

had 800-900 pulp mill workers
at Intercon and PG Pulp. Due
to automation and modern
equipment there are now 462
pulp mill workers and the cafeteria has been closed for many
years."

that contributed to a safe and
respectful workplace for all employees. Len's wife of many
years, Delores (Birkeland) sadly passed away in 2009. They
had two children Lavona (Cliff)
and Jason and one grandson.

Len is a licensed trapper and
has been a member of the
Trappers Association for over
15 years. The B.C. Trappers
Association
recognized
him
with the BCTA Recognition of
Service award in 2007. He volunteers and is happy to give
back to his community. He
served on the board of directors at the Elder Citizens Recreation Association for four
years and is currently serving
on their Kitchen Expansion
Committee. He received the
Continuing Education Award,
an award in his honour for his
many years of dedication, commitment and outstanding leadership to the PPWC, Local 9.

Len received a letter of retirement congratulations dated
Feb. 22, 2000 from the office
of the Premier of British Columbia, Premier Dan Miller who
wrote in part, "As you look
back, you should be proud of
the fact that you worked hard
to represent the interest of
working people. It is easy
enough sometimes in this life,
just to take care of yourself,
but there is far more satisfaction in knowing you helped
make a difference for others."
Premier Dan Miller served as
Premier of British Columbia
from August 1999 to February
2000 following the sudden resignation of Premier Glen Clark
on Aug. 25, 1999.

When he retired in 2000, he
received recognition from the
management and all the employees
of
Canfor
Prince
George Pulp & Paper Mills in
recognition of his outstanding
leadership and commitment

With all of its flaws, organized
labour is still one of the few
barriers in place that opposes
corporate tyranny. The labour
movement, through free association, organized protests and
demonstrations has produced
enough government reaction,
thereby effectively introducing
and promoting progressive labour legislation.
Development by the labour
movement is responsible for
freeing people from regimented
servitude run by the privileged
few. The corporate leaders
maintain their class concerns
for themselves but eliminate it
for others. When employees
can’t live off their wages and
spend all their time working,
this wage driven labour is in
reality, a form of slavery.
Governments

supported

only

In his younger years, Len
earned a position as a pitcher
on the all-star baseball team in
Prince Rupert. He played in the
league for nearly ten years; his
experience in baseball came

from the teams he played on
while living in Nova Scotia. He
fought for and was a member of
the Prince Rupert Boxing Club.
He fought in the 150-pound category and his fights were recorded in the Prince Rupert newspaper called The Daily in 1957. It is
no wonder that he had a great
baseball pitching arm.
Len concluded by saying, "My
heart is still in the industry and I
still spend time at the PPWC union office. Ending up in Prince
George over 50 years ago was a
good move. I have some great
memories and some sad memories, I had a great career and I
like to think that I helped cut a
good path for many pulp mill
workers along the way. "I would
like to take this opportunity to
wish the members of Local 9, a
healthy and prosperous future, a
great work life and an even
greater retirement - retirement
benefits (among many other
benefits) that our union bargained for over the years for all
of us."
Kathy Nadalin
Prince George Citizen
February 22, 2017

by corporations and singularly
controlled media produce a
fabricated economy. An uninformed electorate will become
marginalized and will consequently make irrational choices, often against their own best
interests. When the population
can’t influence policy, unfocused anger is directed against
government, vulnerable targets
and each other.
Solidarity and mutual support
for each other in our society
and government are a must.
Have we voted for the right
people to run our government?
If yes, then, next tax season
should be a time of great celebration, for we will have made
our contribution to a worthy
investment and an improved
quality of life.
Until that happens, I loathe tax
time.
Larry Walker
Local 1

Have something to say?
Here’s your chance!
Send us an article that is
250 to 1200 words, and
we’ll print it in the next
edition of the Leaflet!
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On

January 12, 2017, the Confederation of Canadian Unions was contacted
by the Migrant Workers Alliance for Change and asked to send a letter in support of Gina Bahiwal, a migrant worker activist who was scheduled to be deported by the Canadian government on January 15, 2017 at 9:30 pm.
A champion for the migrant workers rights movement in Canada, Gina Bahiwal
has been credited for fighting hard to get the government to rescind the hated “4 in 4 Out Rule” for temporary foreign workers, and appeared in the documentary The End of Immigration. The CCU responded
with support in a letter to the federal Immigration Minister, as did many other individuals and organizations, and as a result of a huge outpouring of public support, Gina Bahiwal was granted a last minute
reprieve from deportation on January 13, 2017. She has been granted a one year temporary residence
permit while her application for permanent residency on humanitarian grounds is heard.
“I was so happy,” said Bahiwal. “The first thing that came into my mind was that it’s a victory for everyone, for all of my supporters and for all of the migrant workers. As we celebrate this victory, we also
must protest against the fact that for decades, as federal governments have come and gone, nothing
substantive has been put in place to stop the abuses of rights that are inherent in Canada’s laws regarding migrant workers. On November 19, 2014, The Confederation of Canadian Unions released a comprehensive position paper on the rights of migrant workers entitled Statements and Recommendations on
Migrant workers in Canada. The CCU called for an end of the abusive practice of temporary foreign
workers being tied to one employer with no recourse to leave their employment, and demanded permanent residency for migrant workers and for a regulatory scheme that respects workers rights over corporate profits. To date, no government has enacted any of these recommendations even though they are
echoed by virtually all labour organizations and migrant workers rights groups across the country. We
need fundamental change. The CCU will be actively lobbying the government to ensure that fundamental
change happens.
Economic mobility for migrant workers, equality under labour legislation for migrant workers, permanent
residency for migrant workers, and the provision of the accepted United Nations standards on the rights
of migrant workers are crucial. In addition, Canada must sanction countries that penalize migrant workers for attempting to unionize while they are in Canada. Canadian and migrant workers must participate
side by side in the labour force in a climate of solidarity and universal equality. This equality must not
be a product of only sentiment, but a tangible feature of law. Canadian workers deserve opportunity, and
migrant workers deserve immigration and decent work, not exploitation.
Confederation of Canadian Unions
President John Hanrahan

to over 16,000.

On December 13, 2016, The Association of Employees Supporting Education
Services (AESES) voted to join the Confederation of Canadian Unions. The CCU
now includes 13 affiliates from 6 unions, bringing the CCU’s membership number

AESES strives to foster and maintain an environment of respect, cooperation and fairness, while representing the interests of the members of the Association. Their objectives are to promote and foster relations between employees and employer; the social, economic and general welfare of our members; and
goodwill and effective communication between employees and employers. The Association – through
elected officials, committee members and office staff – works to secure appropriate wages, working conditions, hours of work, job security, and various benefits for all members. They are committed to educating members on matters relating to collective bargaining and contributing to the quality of university life.
CCU President John Hanrahan’s Statement on
the Affiliation:
It is our great pleasure to welcome our sisters and
brothers from AESES to the CCU family. As we move
forward in solidarity, our growing diversity and wealth
in experience will continue to make all of us stronger
as independent unions and as members of the Confederation.
I look forward to all of the Confederation’s affiliates
having the same wonderful experiences that I have
had over the last year in engaging and working with
the great organization that is The Association of Employees Supporting Education Services.
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On October 19, 2016, Liberal finance minister Bill Morneau introduced Bill
C-27, an Act to Amend the Pension Benefits Standards Act, 1985. This legislation is aimed at dismantling the defined benefit pension plans that fall under federal regulation and replacing them with target benefit plans, which
are pension plans with zero guarantees of retirement benefits for workers.
Five Things you Should Know About Bill C-27
1)

2)
3)
4)

5)

Bill C-27 represents blatant broken promises by the Trudeau Government: The Liberals “sunny
ways” campaign promised increased retirement security for Canadians. Really? This shouldn’t include campaigning on retirement security for Canadians and then introducing a Bill clearly aimed at
eliminating defined benefit plans for workers across the entire country.
Bill C-27 is anti-union: The Legislation will makes it easier for employers to force unions to give up
defined benefit plans for current workers and new hires in future rounds of collective bargaining. It
increases the bargaining power of employers at unions’ expense.
Bill C-27 will encourage the Provinces to dismantle pensions: As federal pension regulation changes
to eliminate defined benefit plans, provincial jurisdictions will be encouraged to follow suit. This bill
is nothing short of an attempt to remove guaranteed benefits from every pension plan in Canada.
Bill C-27 is a hypocritical double standard: Canadian workers will lose guaranteed retirement benefits as unionized and non-unionized employers take advantage of this legislation to more easily
force workers to accept reduced pension security. However, federal politicians will keep their generous gold plated pension plans because Parliament controls its own pension rules. Apparently, reduced pensions are good enough for us but not our fearless leaders.
Bill C-27 will likely provide Bill Morneau’s Family Business, Morneau Shepell, with millions of dollars
in extra revenue: Minister Morneau’s family company, Morneau Shepell, is the country’s leading
authority and consultant when it comes to dismantling defined benefit pension plans, exactly the
way this legislation calls for. There will be millions of dollars of consulting work to be done as plans
are dismantled under Bill C-27, and Morneau Shepell is uniquely positioned to gobble up the lion’s
share of the profit in this area. According to the National Post, the Federal Ethics Commissioner has
placed a conflict of interest screen on Minister Morneau in order to keep him from participating in
the family business. However, it seems that minister Morneau sponsoring a bill that is likely to increase the family business’ revenue by millions of dollars, while taking away retirement guarantees
for ordinary Canadians, is an obvious conflict of interest.

Canadian workers deserve decent pensions, not broken promises and reduced retirement benefits. The
CCU calls on the Federal Liberals to respect the rights of Canadian workers to retire with dignity and immediately withdraw this anti-worker legislation.
Confederation of Canadian Unions
January 9, 2017
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On March 1st, 2017, the

Pub-

lic and Private Workers of Canada made this public statement: “The Public and Private
Workers of Canada (PPWC)
urges the Government of British Columbia to protect the
remaining old-growth rainforest
on Vancouver Island. Additionally, the PPWC urges forestry
companies harvesting on Vancouver Island to transition to
second-growth logging.
The temperate old-growth rainforest found on Vancouver Island is among the rarest ecosystems on the planet – covering less than 0.5 percent of the
Earth’s surface. These forests
have been lived in and utilized
by First Nations for centuries
and hold significant cultural
values for these Nations. These
ecosystems support a diversity
of economic activities: forestry,
tourism, and wild salmon fisheries to name a few.
Less than 25 per cent of original productive old-growth forest on the Vancouver Island
remains intact – local governments, environmental groups,
some First Nations and unions
like the PPWC are calling for
the protection of the remaining
stands of old-growth.
The PPWC prioritizes forest industry workers, and insists that
the transition to second-growth
logging protect jobs and communities in this industry. The
PPWC is working with First Nations and local governments
across BC and Canada to ensure our members have wellpaying, community-supporting
jobs into the future.
The shift away from old-growth
logging would best be aided by
the ceasing of raw log exports.
This practice of exporting
10

whole raw logs is detriment to
our citizens, communities and
sees Corporations profit most
from our Natural Resources.
Workers, communities and
Government see little financial
trickle down effect from exporting this foundational Canadian
resource for other countries
citizens to utilize for their economy and people.
Additionally, First Nations decision-making is paramount regarding the both the protection
of remaining old-growth forests
and the sustainable management of second-growth forests.
Provincial and Federal governments must ensure that First
Nations rights and title are upheld and that these Nations
have full involvement in land
use planning within their territory.
Special protection for drinking
water, including managing for
future scenarios impacted by
climate change, must also be a
priority.
Communities and businesses
have also advocated for greater
protection of old-growth. In
May 2016 the BC Chamber of
Commerce passed a motion to
protect old-growth in areas
where
other
industries
(tourism, fishing) gain more
benefit from standing forest,
and in September 2016, the
Union of BC Municipalities

passed a motion calling for an
end to old-growth logging on
Vancouver Island.
It is time to safeguard the oldgrowth rainforests for future
generations and shift over to
second-growth forestry on Vancouver Island.”

Conservationists

with the An-

cient Forest Alliance (AFA) are
applauding today’s resolution
by the Public and Private Workers of Canada (PPWC), representing thousands of forestry
workers across BC, calling on
the BC government to protect
Vancouver Island’s old-growth
forests, while ensuring a sustainable, value-added secondgrowth forest industry, an end
to raw log exports, and support
for First Nations community
development. The major forestry union joins thousands of
businesses (BC Chamber of
Commerce), mayors and city
councils (Union of BC Municipalities), and conservation
groups across BC in calling on

the provincial government to
increase protection for BC’s
endangered old-growth forests.
“This is a historic leap forward
in the snowballing movement
to protect the remaining oldgrowth forests on Vancouver
Island. 20 years ago it
would’ve been inconceivable
that a forestry union would call
for an end to old-growth logging anywhere in BC. But the
PPWC have always been forward thinking - they realize the
future is in the sustainable,
value-added second-growth
forestry, as second-growth forests now dominate the vast
majority of the productive forest lands on Vancouver Island.
Plus, they’ve always had a
strong social and environmental conscience for the broader
good of communities, which is
how real progress happens in
society. Endangered species,
tourism, clean water, wild
salmon, the climate, and First
Nations cultures will all benefit

from keeping Vancouver Island’s remaining old-growth
forests alive”, stated Ken Wu,
Executive Director of the Ancient Forest Alliance.
“The full transition into a purely
second-growth forest industry
is inevitable when the last of
the unprotected old-growth
forests are logged. We’re just
saying lets do it sooner, while
we still have significant tracts
of these ancient forests still
standing”,
stated
Arnold
Bercov, President of the Public
and Private Workers of Canada
(PPWC). “By ending raw log
exports and creating incentives
and regulations for processing
and value-adding secondgrowth logs, we can sustain
and enhance forestry employment levels while protecting
BC’s endangered old-growth
forests at the same time.”
The PPWC, along with Unifor
(another major BC forestry union) the Ancient Forest Alli-

ance, Sierra Club of BC, Wilderness Committee, and Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives,
put out a joint call on Monday
for an immediate ban to oldgrowth log exports, progressively higher taxes on secondgrowth raw log exports to support domestic manufacturing,
and additional policies to support sustainable, value-added
forestry in rural and First Nations communities.
The last 4 years have seen a
record breaking volume of raw
log exports, over 26 million
cubic metres, one-third of
which are old-growth and over
half of which are from public
lands (over the past 5 years),
according to new research by
the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives (CCPA).
BC could protect its endangered old-growth forests and
sustain and enhance forestry
employment levels at the same
time if it increases the processing and value-added manufacturing of the secondgrowth logs (ie. doing more
with less) – increasing the export of raw, unprocessed logs
goes precisely in the wrong
direction (ie. doing less with
more).
The PPWC is over 50 years old
and represents thousands of
workers in sawmills, pulp mills,
and work places across British
Columbia.
More information:
The PPWC forestry union joins
various Chambers of Commerce, mayors and city councils, and conservation groups
across BC in calling on the provincial government to protect
BC’s old-growth forests. BC’s
premier business lobby, the BC
Chamber of Commerce, representing 36,000 businesses,
passed a resolution last May
calling on the province to expand protection for BC’s oldgrowth forests to support the
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gy from Victoria, please."
economy, after a series of similar resolutions passed by the
Port Renfrew, Sooke, and
WestShore Chambers of Commerce.
Both the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM), representing the
mayors, city and town councils,
and regional districts across BC,
and Association of Vancouver
Island and Coastal Communities
(AVICC), representing Vancouver Island local governments,
passed a resolution last year
calling on the province to protect
the Vancouver Island’s remaining old-growth forests by
amending the 1994 land use
plan.
The editorial board of the Vancouver Sun, the province’s largest newspaper, also called on
the BC government last September to show some conservation
leadership around Vancouver
Island’s old-growth forests, noting that the status quo of oldgrowth logging is ramping up
conflict and uncertainty in the
forest industry and requires government action.
They wrote:
"There is a legitimate discussion
to be had about the value of oldgrowth forests, about whether
what remains on the South
Coast and Vancouver Island is
sufficiently protected, about the
extent to which the remaining
inventory should be protected,
and about resource jobs and the
rights of companies to do legal
business. Surely, however, there
is also a clear role for the provincial government, which has
duties of both environmental
stewardship and resource management, to serve as an intermediary in such conflicts by
providing clear, science-based,
arm’s-length evidence as the
foundation for an even-handed
conversation and to help the two
groups whose interests it represents to find common ground.
More leadership and less lethar12

The Ancient Forest Alliance calling on the BC government to
implement a comprehensive science-based plan to protect all of
BC’s remaining endangered oldgrowth forests, and to also ensure a sustainable, value-added
second-growth forest industry.
Old-growth forests are vital to
sustain unique endangered species, climate stability, tourism,
clean water, wild salmon, and
the cultures of many First Nations. On BC’s southern coast,
satellite photos show that at
least 75% of the original, productive old-growth forests have
been logged, including well over
90% of the valley bottoms
where the largest trees grow.
Only about 8% of Vancouver
Island’s original, productive oldgrowth forests are protected in
parks and Old-Growth Management Areas. Old-growth forests
– with trees that can be 2000
years old - are a non-renewable
resource under BC’s system of
forestry, where second-growth
forests are re-logged every 50
to 100 years, never to become
old-growth again.
In order to placate public fears
about the loss of BC’s endangered old-growth forests, the BC
government’s PR-spin typically
over-inflates the amount of remaining old-growth forests by
including hundreds of thousands
of hectares of marginal, low
productivity forests growing in
bogs and at high elevations with
smaller, stunted trees, lumped
in with the productive oldgrowth forests, where the large
trees grow (and where most logging takes place).
"It’s like including your Monopoly money with your real money
and then claiming to be a millionaire, so why curtail spending?" stated Ancient Forest Alliance campaigner TJ Watt.
Media Release
Ancient Forest Alliance

The

PPWC Environmental and

Forestry Seminar took place early in February. It was attended
by most Locals.
The first two days were the environmental portion.
The last
two days were the forestry portion of the seminar.
Kicking off the first day of the
seminar, I noticed some of the
Locals and certifications were
frustrated with dust problems. I
quickly put together a short
presentation of information I
collected from the WorkSafe
website. Members and concerned companies are not taking
appropriate measures to control
dust and cleanup; it seems to
only get done when they think
there may be an inspection.
Keeping our membership educated on “dust” will be an ongoing process.
Satna Manhas attended and
spoke about the work he and his
colleagues are doing at Ecotrust
Canada. They have been working with fishermen, Forestry
Stewardship Council and communities. Building strong communities and healthy economies
are something the PPWC and
Ecotrust
have
in
common.
Satnam will also be working with
me in the social chamber on the
Controlled Wood working group.
After lunch we heard from Dr.
Sally Aitken; she is a professor
and department head in the Forestry & Conservation Sciences
department at UBC. She spoke
to us about climate change and
the role that trees have in mitigating climate change and carbon storage. Transplanting of
trees and increasing their natural migration to help build
healthy forests as climates warm
and the trees are not adapting

as quickly. Using more drought
resistant species and still maintaining natural and diverse eco
systems with natural reforestation taking place. This is a very
interesting concept and I look
forward to hearing and learning
more about it.
Gordon Murray from the Wood
Pellets Association of Canada
wrapped up day one. Bio energy
has been getting a lot of attention lately and hearing him
speak about the industry was
very valuable to our members.
Fibre issues are a major concern
for this industry, as with most of
ours. With less fibre being available and poor forestry practices
leaving large amounts of ‘waste
wood’ in the bush to be burned,
our two organizations need to
work together to get this fibre
out of the bush and into our
plants. As the bio energy sector
grows, it will put further strain
on our feedstocks making it to
our plants.
Day two was devoted to some
groups working on Vancouver
Island and the protection of old
growth and a film maker named
Daniel J. Pierce who has produced a feature length documentary called Heartwood. He
showed us some short videos
and was well received by the
members attending.
I feel the seminar was a success
and I think everyone learned
something new.
Thanks to all those who attended and I hope they all bring
something to their Locals.

Cam Shiell
Forest Resources Officer

More and more logs are going to
be shipped out of Timber Supply
Areas in the Interior of BC as
more and more mills are shut
down. That was the message
communicated last week by
Dave Peterson, Assistant Deputy
Minister, from the Ministry of
Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations.
Peterson
was speaking on a panel at the
annual Conference of Association
of BC Forest Professionals in
Prince George which included
representatives from the largest
forest companies in the province, Michael Armstrong of COFI
and Rick Jeffrey of the Coast
Forest Products Association.
Essentially, all three panelists
are
saying
the
same
thing. Nothing can be done
about the large forest companies
continuing to hold on to timber
rights even after they shut down
mills. Workers, First Nations,
small and medium businesses,
and communities will just have
to live with the situation of logs
being shipped out. Optimizing
and maintaining the supply
chain for the big forest companies is paramount. But Interior
communities such as Fort Nelson
and Merritt think quite differently. In recent years, both have
had mills shut down while logs
are shipped out. And they have
spoken out strongly against this
practice.
For example, the
Northern Rockies Regional Municipality issued a statement at
the end of last year about how
the Municipality is “experiencing
the downside of BC’s forest tenure system.” The statement
explains how “changes to the BC
Forest Act in 2003 … removed
‘mill appurtenancy’ provisions
that required Forest License
holders to process wood in the
area where it was harvest-

ed.” Specifically, this change
has rendered “collateral damage” on many small communities
in
the
province
and
“threatens their economic sustainability” (1).
In a resolution last year submitted to the BC Chamber of Commerce, the Fort Nelson & District
Chamber of Commerce asked
the question: “Should companies
holding forest tenures be allowed to simply walk away from
the facilities they operate in
communities and forest districts
where tenures are held? Given
the high number of mill closures,
the continued export of unprocessed logs (whether out of the
country or out of community)
and declines in value-added
manufacturing, a review of forest policy in British Columbia is
inarguably justified” (2).
And then there is the issue of
forest companies like Canfor,
West Fraser and Interfor setting
up dozens of mill operations in
the Southern US while closing
mills in BC. Again the message
from government and the big
companies is that nothing can
be done about this practice. But
why is that so? Shouldn’t the
added value created from BC
forests and BC workers be put
back into BC industry and communities as first priority rather
than exported to some foreign
jurisdiction? It is a similar situation with the export of raw logs
from BC. For example, 26 million cubic metres of raw logs
were exported from BC since
2013. As Ben Parfitt, from the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives points out, “no previous
B.C. government has sanctioned
such a high level of raw-log exports on its watch or been so
mute about the consequences” (3).
The world is changing. Globalized corporations increasingly
dominate the forest industry and
other indus13

tries in Canada and around the
world. But broad sections of
people, including workers, Indigenous nations, small and
medium businesses, contractors and resource-based communities as a whole, are being
left out in the cold. This is
happening not only in Canada
but also in wide regions of the
US as was evidenced by some
of the issues that rose to the
fore in the US presidential election regarding trade agreements, loss of manufacturing
jobs, and other related issues.
However, the highest levels of
government and big corporations in the province claim that
nothing can be done. But is
this true? Or is it another example of dogma and ossified
thinking? Are there other alternatives?
As the Northern Rockies Regional Municipality points out,

“mill appurtenancy” used to
play an important role in economic sustainability for Interior
communities. Indeed, requiring companies to process logs
in or near the communities
where they were harvested was
important for province building
in the 20th century. Should the
BC government have thrown
out that policy completely as it
did back in 2003? Why not
engage communities in discussion about how a new form of
appurtenancy could be brought
into being that takes into account the changed conditions
of today in terms of timber
supply and other factors? Or
to put it another way: why not
institute new policies that
would have the same effect as
appurtenancy and ensure that
communities, forests and the
forest industry itself are sustainable? And the same applies to other issues. Why not

The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives is calling for a ban on the export of raw logs from old
growth forests and the creation of more logprocessing jobs in British Columbia.
In a newly
published research paper, the CCPA says B.C. has
exported nearly 26 million cubic metres of wood
worth an estimated $3 billion since 2013. "There
clearly is significant forgone employment opportunity that is associated with unprocessed materials leaving our province," says CCPA researcher
Ben Parfitt. "If we don't get our minds wrapped
around how we add more value now, the likelihood
is that we will simply see a drain of our forest resources."
The CCPA says the problem is made
worse by the decrease in the merchantable timber
supply due to the effects of the mountain pine beetle infestation, particularly in the B.C. Interior.
One of the results, it says, is that logs need to
travel further distances to mills. "If you live in a
community like Mackenzie, ripped apart by major
mill closures, but has got some of that capacity
back, their worry is they simply become a raw material supply," says Parfitt. He says the province
ought to invest more in local mills. "On the coast,
we haven't had a single new mill built from the
ground up since 2003," he said. "We're simply going to relinquish the job opportunities to jurisdictions outside of the country — China being the
prime example." Parfitt says exporting more logs
could lead to a situation where companies no long14

communities having more control over forest tenure? Why not
more value added industries?
Science, technology and research today are opening up the
potentiality of wood to create
literally thousands of new products from fabrics and pharmaceuticals to fuels, plastics, and
new structural materials – all of
these from a wonderful renewable resource. It is both bizarre
and ironic that, while this multitude of possibilities is opening
up for wood, the possibilities for
BC forests (some of the richest
and most diverse in the world)
appear to be shrinking and narrowing. Unfortunately, dogma
and ossified thinking tend to
bring that about.
In this globalized world, we need
new ways of thinking and new
ways of empowering communities. Not old dogmas.
Peter Ewert
Stand Up for the North

er have to process wood. Instead, he says, they
could just export. The province says log exports
are a small but important part of the forest sector.
In an emailed statement, B.C's Ministry of Forests,
Lands, and Natural Resources wrote "[log exports]
only account for about seven per cent of provincial
timber harvested. Further restricting exports would
put people out of work." Unions and other groups
have also joined the call for policy changes, including a ban on log exports. "Thousands of goodpaying jobs in rural communities are at risk every
day that the government fails to act," said Public
and Private Workers of Canada union president
Arnold Bercov. "The carnage has to stop." His union, Unifor, the Ancient Forests Alliance, Sierra
Club of BC, and the Wilderness Committee wants
the province to implement a three-point plan:

x

Immediately ban on all exports of raw logs
from old-growth forests.

x

Immediately impose progressively higher taxes
on log exports from second-growth forests.
Introduce new policies to increase value-added forest manufacturing and jobs in rural and First Nations communities. Earlier in February, B.C. Premier Christy Clark announced a $150 million plan to
fight climate change and reduce wildfire risk by
replanting ravaged forests, saying up to 3,000 jobs
in rural B.C. will be created in the process.
CBC News, February 27, 2017

Nominations & Elections
Occupational Health and Safety Officer:
Election between Rod Gallant and Steven Etter (see Page 19 for candidate resumes)
Environmental Officer:
Dean MacKinnon (Local 1) acclaimed
Forest Resource Officer:
Cam Shiell (Local 8) acclaimed
_________________________________________
Nominations for Committees:
Leaflet Editor:
Ron Richardson (Local 9) elected
Tabulating Committee:
Les Hillier (Local 8), Derek Werner (Local 5) Doug Narver (Local 8) elected
Tabulating Committee Alternate:
Phil Simpson (Local 8) elected
Audit Committee:
Les Hillier (Local 8), Quinn Glock (Local 1), Michael Scott (Local 15) elected
Audit committee Alternate:
Tracey Mehmal (Local 2) elected
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Welcome

to this addition of

the Leaflet. I’d like to introduce
myself; I am Rod Gallant, your
National Occupational Health
and Safety Officer.
Safety is an important aspect
of everyday life in everything
we do. Short cuts to save time
can pay off but when they
don’t, the consequences are
usually catastrophic. We all
look at the risk factor in everything that we do. There are
risks everywhere; from the
time we wake up to the time
we go to sleep.
The drive to and from work is a
risk we take every time we get
behind the wheel. The level of
risk while driving depends upon
many variables: whether we
are running behind, inclement
weather, other drivers, how
much sleep we’ve gotten; all of
these play a part in the level of
risk we experience in our drive
to and from work each day.
Yet, most of us are so accustomed to our drive to work that
we aren’t consciously assessing
risk as we do it.
Even after we arrive at work,
the stress from driving sometimes malingers; our focus is
altered while our brains linger
on the reasons we came up
with for being late or which
route to take, and this can typically take focus away from the
task at hand.
The mind can work in mysterious ways.
We shouldn’t be
focused on managing safety.
Companies tend to focus on
managing safety but not risk.
The companies that focus on
risk and managing risk usually
16

have a better safety record and
safety programs. We have all
been involved in risk hazard
assessments at work for one
reason or another; the importance of these risk assessments are vital in the aspect of
a job you are doing. Whether it
is a form that you fill out or a
discussion with a co-worker
before beginning a task, risk
assessment is important. Having a brief discussion with the
team to make sure everyone is
on the same page regarding
the duties they’ve been assigned. If you happen to be
doing a job alone, sit back before you start and assess the
situation you’re entering into.
Look around at the hazards

involved and the possibilities of
potential risk and always have
an escape route.
Emergency responders take
risk assessment very seriously.
A firefighter is one who runs
into a burning building when
everyone is running out. Well,
that old saying isn’t quite true.
A lot of risk assessment goes
into the response before a firefighter enters that burning
building.
They practice and
train for the possible risks and
what to do if certain risks present themselves. If the risk is
too great, they do not proceed.
Risk assessment is a vital component of any safety program.
Nobody arrives at work expecting that they will be in an accident that day. Apply the same
attitude regarding risk as you
would when you are assessing
a new task; the rewards are
monumental.

There are a few upcoming
events for the Organization. In
the beginning of May we will be
putting on a WCB Advocacy
training for our Locals Representatives. This brings together all of the Local’s Representatives who deal with WCB on a
member’s behalf. It has been
a service that, for many years,
the PPWC has had a rich history with. These representatives
navigate a minefield of regulations on a daily basis for our
members. Once you have done
this type of representation for
members you come to realize
the importance of having the
help. When a worker is injured, they are already having
a tough time managing their
injury, let alone the case file.
When an injury occurs, it affects the worker’s whole world.
Family is affected by it; coworkers and even the dog that
now isn’t getting walked because you just can’t do it. Listening to the workers is a key
part of the service that we provide. The WCB Advocacy training is presented for 3 days by
lawyers who specialize in representing union members, as
well as the general public. If
you get hurt on the job, please
contact your Local to see who
your representative is.
It’s
always easier for us reps to be
involved in the beginning stages of a case.
Also, report all injuries to your
First Aid attendant right away
or as soon as possible, as this
is one reason they use to deny
claims. Sometimes you don’t
know until you get home or
when you wake up the next
morning, how serious a strain
is. You need to call in or go in
and report it at your place of
work. Even report the injuries
that you may not be thinking
you’re off work for. Just because it may not be a lost time
incident, you’ve still been injured and that injury could progress.

The WCB representatives at
your Local will work through
your claim with you. They will
also contact the WCB Case
managers on your behalf to
make sure the correct information is being relayed to you
and that you have clear understanding of the information
being imparted to you. They
are also involved in the returnto-work process. This can be a
very important part of the process, as the monitoring and
follow up regarding your injury
is vitally important to a successful return-to-work.
The representatives are also
involved if the injury is severe
enough that you are unable to
return to your work place and
as you move on through the 5
phases of Vocational Rehabilitation. These representatives
are your sounding board and
your help through all of this.
It’s one of the largest areas of
support we extend to our
members at the Local level.
Call your Local today and familiarize yourself with your safety
representative(s).
We are holding our Annual
PPWC Safety Conference in
Prince George, British Columbia
this year. PPWC Local 9 and
their team will be hosting it for
us; a big thank you to Local 9!
This is the first time in many
years it has hit the road.
PPWC’s portion of the conference will be held at the Ramada Plaza Hotel on May 15 and
16, 2017. We will then be joining Unifor on May 17 and 18,
2017, for the Joint Pulp & Paper Safety Conference.
The
Joint portion will have many
workshops to choose from and
some great speakers!
If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me
at 250.756.5797. Always remember, “Being careful costs
you nothing. Carelessness may
cost you your life.” Assess the
risk!

alongside a growing wolf population.

The

annual

PPWC

Environ-

mental Forestry seminar took
place the week of February 7th,
2017. The first two days were
taken up with environmental
speakers such as of George
Heyman, NDP social, environmental and labour activist and
politician. George laid out the
platform the NDP will be using
for the 41st upcoming May 9th,
2017 election.
We invited Liberal Environment
Minister, Mary Polak, to our
meetings hoping she would
address our group but she declined. Ben Parfitt, an analyst
from Canadian Center for Policy
Alternatives, spoke to us about
raw log exports and natural
resource management issues,
such as energy, agriculture,
fisheries and water. Ben gave
great information about a broken forestry sector that needs
to take a new approach in
hopes of getting back on track.
His focus is keeping milling
jobs here in British Columbia.
Jay Ritchlin, a director from the
David Suzuki Foundation presented us with a strong message about our oceans biodiversity and the push for an
oceans protection plan, creating Marine Park Areas (MPA's).
Jay said 1% of Canada's
oceans are protected. In today's age this is an unrealistic
number that needs to be way
higher.
The Suzuki foundation is working in the Howe Sound area
protecting killer whales and
salmon, as we know this is a
needed task. Suzuki foundation
is also working in the Peace
Region with First Nations, protecting a depleting caribou herd

Anjali Appadurai is a young
vibrant speaker working for
West Coast Environmental Law.
Anjali spoke about how the oil
& gas sector have been the
largest climate polluters to
date, providing 60% of the
globes man made emissions for
the past century. Her and her
workmates are working hard
campaigning to open avenues
between everyday citizens and
the oil and gas companies.
They are trying to rectify the
imbalances imposed by oil and
gas corporations around the
world. WCEL feels these mega
gas corps should pay for the
climate damages they've incurred since their inception,
alleviating cleanup costs handed down to you and I.
Robert Phillips is a First Nations
Task Force member looking at
how First Nations and other
groups work together. He is
well versed in indigenous treaties and the negotiations surrounding them. Robert understands there is too much raw
log exporting going on and believes working with groups
such as the PPWC will create
influences to produce hundreds
of thousands of cubic meters of
BC wood currently heading for
off shore mills.
Peter McCartney, who works
with the Wilderness Society,
informed us about a troubled
LNG industry in northern BC.
He states many of the loading
terminals selected to be built
will not happen. Peter says the
money that's needed to pay for
the industry simply isn't there
and returns to pay off facilities
and infrastructure would take
many, many decades to be returned.
Peter also spoke about the
Kinder Morgan pipeline. He
says this will be wrapped up in
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the court system for years before we see it gain momentum
in being built.
All in all the two days was an
informative event with great
questions and answers. I thank
all of the Locals for sending
representatives.
The PPWC are leaders in our
approach to free thinking. We
are a union that is recognized
for its involvement in creating
solutions for many political issues.
Please act in doing your part,
by keeping our Earth, our Ecosystems, our Lands and your
Environments
healthy
and
clean.
Dean MacKinnon
PPWC Environmental Officer

With a long, cold winter finally behind us it is time to look
forward to the spring. Nature
as it has always done is set to
awe us with all of its glory.
With longer warmer days
comes a sense of renewed energy and vigor. With this resuscitated drive it is time to look
to the spring ahead.
We have our Pulp Caucus starting to negotiate new agreements for a large portion of our
membership; we have a pivotal
election upcoming in May, new
places to organize and some to
offer a new view of how unionism PPWC style can work. It
will be a truly busy time.
The Pulp Caucus bargain will be
in full swing. We have set aside
most of the month of May to
facilitate bargaining with Canfor then moving through the
province to all Caucus Locals.
With a membership solidly behind the negotiators, a fair and
equitable outcome will be
achieved.
There will be a provincial election upcoming in May. It is
time to elect a government
18

that has an interest in looking
after the workers of our Province as opposed to one that
only listens to its corporate
masters. All things in life need
balance and with the current
government being in power for
sixteen years, it is time to find
political balance again. It is
time to hold politicians accountable to us the people. All
too often lately the government
only needs the people on Election Day, after which corporate
interests are the day.
I urge you to get involved, educate yourself to the issues and
learn which party best represents the solutions to those
issues. There will be a lot of
spin doctoring going on to try
and persuade us who to vote
for and it is up to ach individual
to see through this and vote for
a party that truly has the workers interests at heart.
At the time of writing this, Convention has not happened yet.
Lots of work is going on in the
office to get things ready. The
host (Local 18) has been very
busy as well getting things
ready from their end. I look
forward to the debating, comradery, and reaffirming the values that the PPWC stands for.
We have put out our policy
statement on Old Growth Log-

ging. The timing of it was perfect as the work we have been
involved with was also released
to the public. We have been
working with the CCPA, Unifor,
Sierra Club, Wilderness Committee and the Ancient Forest
Alliance in an effort to raise
public awareness of how many
raw logs are leaving this province. The op-eds were very
widely published and have really done the job intended. People from all over are asking
questions and I believe this will
be a huge election issue.
We are in the process of updating the national office be it procedures and systems, to paint
and new flooring. Thank you to
Maggie and Jenna for all their
hard work and dedication while
we transition from where we
were to an envisioned end result of a bright efficient workplace, something to be proud
of, for sure!

Hello Brothers and Sisters of the PPWC. My name is Steven Etter and I am running for
the position of Occupational Health and Safety Officer for the National office. I have been
a proud member of Local 9 for 25 years, having started at Canfor Pulp in 1992 in the
technical department and bid into the steam and recovery department in 1993. In this
time, I have obtained my 3rd class power engineer certification and am currently working
as a panel engineer in the PG Pulp steam plant.
My goal as Health and Safety officer is to share with the Locals my experience in working
for the Union. I plan to continue to assist Locals that are having difficulty with safety concerns in the workplace, deal with WSBC issues, and short and long term disability management. I want to create a platform
for communication between all the Local’s committee co-chairs to increase communication and networking
to further pass experiences and advice to each other. I also have a goal of increasing educational opportunities for Local committees in specific areas. I look forward to meeting more of my Brothers and Sisters,
and working together to make our workplaces the safest possible.
Currently, I am Local 9’s Co-chair for Health and Welfare, member on our JOH&S, WCB/WorkSafeBC representative. I have achieved many successes for Local 9 in appeals with WSBC, insurance providers for WI
and LTD benefits, and have also worked with WSBC in upholding orders written after serious incidents in
our mill. I look forward to the opportunity to help other Locals and individuals achieve these same successes. My background in health and safety is varied and deeply rooted. I have had exposure to working in
varied capacities in most of the trades, from welding, millwright and mechanics work, to pipefitting, electrical and carpentry. Shortly after obtaining my 4th class power engineering certification I spent 19 years on
our Emergency Response Team and received training in Incident Command, high angle & confined space
rescue, haz-mat response, first aid and fire fighting techniques. During this time I also attended a number
of PPWC and Joint Safety Conferences as the co-chair of our ERT safety committee. My first term on the
Canfor/Local 9 JOH&S was in 2003-2005. Throughout my career, I have been Safety Captain and Shop
Steward as well. Thank You for your consideration as your Occupational Health and Safety Officer for your
Union’s National office.

My name is Rod Gallant, and I would like to thank you for the opportunity to run as
our National Occupation Health and Safety Officer, once again. I am a member of Local 8, at the Harmac Pulp Mill in Nanaimo. I have worked at Harmac for over 16 years
as a Millwright and have been in the trade for 30 years. I am married and have a
daughter in college, and a son with disabilities under the Autism Spectrum. Raising a
son with certain disabilities and abilities has taught me how to really listen and learn
from people’s injuries and experiences. The world of an injury and disability can be a
tough one to navigate.
I have been involved with safety committees since I began my trade; within the Building Trades Union I
served under, as well as at Harmac. I have been the Wage Caucus Health and Welfare Alternate Trustee
for the last two years, and I am on a number of committees for Local 8. While serving as your National
Occupational Health and Safety Officer for the last 2 years, I have valued having the ability to bring a
higher level of safety training and awareness to our Local’s reps. I have been very active in bringing important training opportunities to the Safety reps in your work places while raising the bar in the quality of
the content of our WCB Advocacy training, as well as our Health and Welfare and Safety Conferences. I
have always worked hard, listening to the reps and approaching our National Executive Board to bring the
training we are looking for in the ever-changing world of Safety, Mental Health and Industrial Injuries.
My goal over the next term is to continue to bring the necessary tools and learning opportunities so we can
all better serve our growing membership. WCB rules continue to change and we need to ensure the committee members are trained, so they can continue to keep your work places a safer place. The Federal
laws on Medical Marijuana are changing soon and this will bring a whole new dynamic to our workplaces.
Is your workplace ready for it? We will see increasing challenges as more companies are bringing Drug and
Alcohol Policies, Mental Health and Industrial Diseases are becoming more prevalent, as well as the ongoing challenges an aging workforce can bring.
In conclusion, I would like to thank all the members in our great Union for the support to do this job for
you. I will continue to bring all my energy to this position and to supporting all of our committees in their
needs on behalf of our National.
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The

55th PPWC Annual Convention

was opened by President Arnold
Bercov on Wednesday, April 5, 2017
with a moment of silence for all of
the Brothers and Sisters who have
passed away since the last convention, and credentials.

President Arnold Bercov started his
report, speaking on the various political parties and committees that
he has met with such as the First
Nations Forestry Council and the
Ancient
Forest
Alliance.
Our President has been busy
working with the Forest Stewardship Council; he has been travelling across Canada, overseas and
into the USA, for meetings. Invited by Unifor, he flew to Ottawa to lobby with Members of
Parliament’s, on the Softwood
Lumber Agreement, which is
a very important to many of
us in the forest industry.
After a short break,
Convention welcomed
the first guest of
the week, Peter
Ewert, from
Stand Up
For
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the North Committee. Peter informed
us on what Stand Up For the North
Committee is and what they do for
the North. He also mentioned the
symposiums that were held in many
communities around the Central Interior and a little further north. After
Peter gave his presentation the floor
was opened to questions and there
were many questions for Peter; he
had responses for every question.
After lunch, President of the Confed-

eration of Canadian Unions, John
Hanrahan, spoke on what the CCU is
and what their purpose is. John attended convention for two reasons;
the first was, of course, to speak to
convention and the second was to
teach at Labour School.
Gary Fiege, PPWC First Vice President, reported that he has been busy
organizing twenty-three members
for PPWC Local 8 at Coldstar Solutions Inc. as well as trying to organize a couple of hospitals in Comox
and Campbell River. Negotiating has
kept Gary very busy and it is going
to get even busier with the Pulp Bargaining. Gary has also been bouncing around the province visiting the
Locals all the while managing to attend many seminars and meetings…
the life of a First Vice!
Todd Smith, PPWC Second Vice President, has been spending a lot of
time in the National Office helping
get the office reno-

vated. He has also been helping with
the organizing with Gary.
There
were also many engaging reports
that covered Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety, Forestry
and even a short one from the Leaflet Editor.
The second day of convention had a
couple more speakers; the first was
Don Melanson from CMAW. Don gave
us a little history on CMAW and how
they came to break away from their

big union. Next, Bobby Deepak, NDP
candidate
for
Prince
GeorgeMackenzie, spoke to us. Bobby came
to introduce himself and to explain
what the NDP platforms will be in the
upcoming election. The last speaker
of the day was Scott McNay from
Wildlife Infometrics Inc.; Scott’s
presentation was on the South Peace
Caribou Recovery and the Klinse-za
caribou herd. There were a few
members who attended this year’s
convention that will be retiring, so
sadly, this will be their last convention. Debbie Oslund, Don Frew, and
Stu Janes; we wish you a very happy
retirement.
The final day of convention was for
elections. For results, please refer to
Page 15.
The 56th Annual PPWC
Convention will be held in Vancouver
in 2018.

Brothers

and Sisters; on behalf of myself and

Local 18, we would like to thank everyone for
their support in helping the 55th Annual Convention take flight. The National Officers for
their insight, Chuck LeBlanc and the beautiful
beasts at Local 9 for helping everyone travel to
and from our remote community, Maggie and
Jenna for always keeping us on track, and
thank you to our caterer for the extra help that
she put in to help ensure that our banquet was
amazing. If you're ever up this way, do yourself
a favour. April Green at Windy Point Restaurant
goes the extra mile. She took very good care of
us, and we all appreciate her help immensely.
Lastly, the countless retirees and members that
have helped Local 18 stay strong and proud,
specifically Lloyd Gatzke, Doug Wilson, and
Mike Broadbent. This event would not have
even happened if not for your continued support. We are extremely fortunate up here to be
able to call you family.
To all that attended, thank you for reminding
me personally of how great of a Union we really
are, with a special thanks to Neil Bermel at Local 1 for ensuring that I'll never forget that fact
again. Thank you again to all, and love from
18.
Fists raised!
Nathan Blackler
President, Local 18
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PPWC Members:

Send your articles* or questions to:
Leaflet Editor, Ron Richardson,
richardsonron6@gmail.com
Leaflet Layout & Production
Jenna@PPWC.ca

leaflet

Tell us what’s going on at your
Local...your article could be published
in the Leaflet, PPWC’s quarterly
newsletter!

*Articles can be between 250 and 1000 words. Please submit any relevant graphics with your
article. Please note that articles containing defamatory writings will not be selected for print.
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